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Okay, so some of the gals on a FaceBook group I’m on 
asked for a tutorial on making these Upcycled T-Shirt Diapers 
of mine.  I started with a link I found somewhere; I think it 
was on the FaceBook group “No Bum Unfluffed”, and then I 
modified it a bit and here it is.   I start with the pattern below.  
 

 
Fold your pattern paper in half and lay it out on a cutting 

mat if you have one for easy measuring. As you can see, from 
the center line out at the top the pattern is just over 8 inches 
wide, and the main length where it wraps through baby’s legs 
is just under 4 inches wide.  I allow for a 3/8 seam allowance, 
so if you like a larger or smaller one, do feel free to adjust for 
it.  My pattern is about 18 inches long, but shorter T-Shirts 
will still work.  Just round off the bottom corners.  This 
pattern has about 2 inches in extra length for a baby weighing 
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about 16 to 30 lbs. (My granddaughter currently weighs 23 
lbs. and there is plenty of give in the pattern between the 
overall size and the elastics, so my top weight of 30 lbs is an 
estimate).   
 

Cut out your pattern and open it up.  It should look 
something like this. 

 

 
 

You’ll immediately notice 2 things different about my CD 
pattern.  First, there is no flair at the bottom (or top- where the 
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diaper will go on baby’s tummy), and second, that my sides 
slope down from the back line.  I do the sloped downward tabs 
because we use Snappis, and that’s where they end up-  
there’s no need for squared or rounded off tabs.  I go straight 
down for ease in cutting and sewing. There’s really no need for 
wide flaps in front, in my opinion, but feel free to add them to 
your pattern if you prefer them.   

I hope you can see the elastic lines on the sides and top 
(back) of the pattern.  The lines are approximately 5 inches 
from the top on the butt and about 4 inches up from the 
bottom (belly) of the diaper.  Also on the back 3 inches out 
from each side of center. The two dots at the bottom of the 
pattern are your marks for leaving the space to turn your 
diaper.   
 I don’t iron these T-Shirts.  I just make sure they are 
smoothed out so that both layers have no surprise wrinkles 
hiding in them when I’ve cut the pattern.  So lay out your T-
Shirt real smooth and determine the best placement of your 
pattern and pin it. 
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So, we use microfiber cloths and/or towels that we pick up at 
the $0.99 Store.  Sometimes we find a dozen for under a buck, 
in this case we scored 3 large microfiber towels for $1.99   
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These 3 towels with make wet zone soakers for 6 diapers. 
 

         
 
Since I like 3 layers of microfiber, I fold it over and the soakers 
end up about 4 inches wide.  We just go with the flow when we 
get different sized towels/cloths. 
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Remember those scraps of fabric left over from the T-
Shirt?  Here they add a little extra absorbency in the wet zone.   
 

 
 

Trim the hem off of your microfiber towel (It can be a pain to 
sew through the serging) and trim your T-Shirt scraps to the 
size of your microfiber then pin and stitch it together.   
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I use a straight stitch about 3/8 to ½ inch from the edges 
to make sure I get all the layers, so it wont bunch up later in 
the wash. 

 

      
 

A note about sewing these microfiber cloths.  They funk 
up your machine rather quickly, so you’ll want to clean out 
and oil your bobbin case assembly between diapers.  I usually 
do it after every 2 or 3 diapers or soakers. 
  See those ragged edges?  I don’t worry about making it 
terribly neat while I’m cutting this part.  It will all be hidden 
inside the diaper. Trim them up after you straight stitch so 
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you’ll be able to catch all the layers when you stitch the soaker 
to the inside layer of the T-Shirt you’ve cut.  Remember to put 
the microfiber down with the T-shirt layers up.  The microfiber 
draws the moisture away from baby, so it’s good to have some 
extra fabric between baby and the microfiber. 
 

      
 
I generally zig zag around twice to make sure I havent 

missed anything. (and you might be able to see where my dirty 
bobbin was skipping stitches- I had to stop halfway through to 
clean it.) Pretty messy looking, right?  Good thing it’s going to 
be covered up! 
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 Now cut out a lining layer if you have one.  Minky or no 
pill fleece or as I’ve used here, athletic wicking jersey to help 
keep baby dry.  Cut the elastic, while you’re here.  2- 6 inch 
and one 3-1/4 inch lengths of ¼ inch braided elastic. 
 

Lay your wicking layer on top of the soaker layer, then 
lay your back (the side of the T-Shirt with the design, if any), 
FACE down on top of the wicking layer.  Match edges, pin and 
stitch. (Straight stitch with a 3/8 seam allowance), starting at 
bottom left dot and going around ending at right dot.  
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Zig Zag back and forth a few times at each end of the 
elastics outside of the seam allowance. 
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Turn right side out being careful to make sure the lining layer 
is on the INSIDE of the diaper. 
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Tuck in and pin the opening, then topstitch beginning at the 
furthest right side of the opening.  I use the edge of the presser 
foot as my guide for topstitching.  Stitch around to where the 
first elastic begins then stop with the needle down.  Lift the 
presser foot, turn your fabric 90 degrees toward the center of 
the diaper, lower your presser foot and hand turn your wheel 
for two stitches ending with the needle down.  Lift your presser 
foot, turn your diaper back in line with the edge and lower the 
presser foot.   
 

  
 Make sure your needle is all the way down, then stretch 
your elastic, making sure it is seated along the outside seam 
before topstitching.  The topstitching along the elastic cases 
will be at 3/8 inches.  Stretch and hold carefully, so as not to 
catch elastic in seam. Continue to the end of the elastic 
carefully as follows, stretching and lining up outside seam and 
elastic: 
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 When you reach the end of the elastic, needle down, 
presser foot up and reverse from * to come back to topstitching 
around using the edge of the foot as your guide. 
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 Continue around, casing each elastic the same way to 
end.  That’s it! 
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